
 

“Education is not the learning of facts but the training of the mind to think” – Albert 

Einstein 

Dear Parents, 

How time flies. We can still visualize the first day of this academic session when our 

children entered the new classroom with a lot of apprehension and hesitation towards 

the new teacher and the class. But after all these months our young ones have turned to 

be quite confident and independent. They have become well aware of their new arena of 

activities and are doing remarkably well. We feel thrilled to see them achieve new 

horizons every day. 

Events: 

White Colour Day 

White is an inherently positive colour and is associated with innocence, light, 

cleanliness, softness and perfection.To infuse the concept of white colour to the tiny 

toddlers we celebrated White day on 9
th

 August, 2019. All the Teachers and Children 

were dressed in white costumes. Little champs in white dresses were made to recognize 

white colour through white objects. The students were shown different things of white 

colour. The atmosphere was also made according to the concept of the day. 

Independence Day Celebration 

As it was holiday for our tiny tots on 15th August. Independence day was celebrated on 

14th August 2019 with a patriotic fervor. Nursery parents shared stage with their kids 

and walked the ramp dressed as per different states. LKG kids danced to the tunes of 

patriotic songs, performed drill and even came dressed as our national leaders and 

introduced themselves. UKG kids were dressed as leaders who fought for our country's 

Independence and introduced themselves, performed drill, performed a miming act on 

the snapshots from India‟s struggle for freedom and also paid tribute to our army, navy 

and air force through their dance. 

Janmashtami Celebration 

In order to celebrate the birthday of Lord Krishna, a celebration was organized where 

all the children came dressed as little Radhas and Krishnas.  Beautiful decorations were 

put up to make this event more cheerful and colourful. Children danced on the tunes of 

music and also participated in the “Breaking the Handi” event where children 

broke„handi‟ which had chocolates inside, to mark the mischievous nature of 

„BalGopal‟. 

Ganesh Chaturthi Celebration 

Ganesh Chaturthi was celebrated with grandeur and gaiety on 30th August 2019. To 

mark the beginning of this festive mood, our little artists  made Lord Ganesha Statue 

using clay and Nursery kid made pretty Ganesha takeaway using balloons. 
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